Circus
Playful and sophisticated seating
An exclusive Scandinavian pouf

Circus is a pouf that has an exclusive, Scandinavian feel, created by the Danish designer, Simon Legald. The pouf is rounded in shape, with the clean, graphic lines characteristic of Scandinavian design. The versatile Circus pouf allows contradictions to meet in a design whose style is strict and minimalist, while at the same time having a soft and inviting expression. Circus draws inspiration from antique Moroccan leather poufs, whose focus is on handcraft, and it explores the design construction and plays with the details. The traditional patchwork patterns are replaced by a plain triangle motif, giving the pouf a contemporary look. Circus is a playful, yet at the same time sophisticated, addition to any furnishing.
Collection Overview

Circus pouf small
H: 40 x L: 46 x D: 46 cm
Shown in grey

Circus pouf large
H: 35 x L: 65 x D: 65 cm
Shown in grey
Description
With its rounded shape and clean, graphic lines the Circus pouf is a modern interpretation of the antique Moroccan leather pouf. The pouf allows contradictions to meet in a design which style is stringent and minimalist, while keeping a soft and inviting expression.

Designer / Year Of Design
Simon Legald / 2013

Material
HR foam with upholstery

Construction
Circus consists of hard foam in the bottom part and a softer foam on the upper part for good sitting comfort. The pouf is covered in velvet that is sewn together. The pouf has a wooden plate at the bottom for stability.

Maintenance
Clean with textile or upholstery cleaner. Frequent vacuuming with a soft fitting is recommended to preserve color and appearance.

Product Facts
Material options

Upholstery

- JAB City Velvet Beige CA7832-096
- JAB City Velvet Yellow CA7832-060
- JAB City Velvet Gray CA7832-093
- JAB City Velvet Blush CA7832-069
- JAB City Velvet Dark Red CA7832-081
- JAB City Velvet Dark Blue CA7832-052
- JAB City Velvet Rust CA7832-062
- JAB City Velvet Light Blue CA7832-062
- JAB City Velvet Purple CA7832-062
- JAB City Velvet Electric blue CA7832-053
- JAB City Velvet Coffee CA7832-024

All of the above textiles are available for all two sizes.
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